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The US reported a gain of 235,000 jobs and
healthy wage growth in February, setting the
stage for the Federal Reserve to continue to raise
interest rates in 2017 after the 25bp hike in March.
Paul Chan, Head of Multi-Asset & Hong Kong
Pensions at Invesco, explains how pension investors
should position themselves in light of the current
environment.
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Q: What do you make of the US dollar in 2017 and
its investment implications?
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There is broad consensus that the US dollar will
stay strong as the Fed takes a different monetary
policy course than those of the European Central
Bank (ECB) and the Bank of Japan (BOJ) and
begins to normalize interest rates, despite the US
dollar index (DXY) having declined only a couple
of percentages this year. Interestingly, if not for a
strong US dollar rally after Donald Trump’s surprise
election victory in November 2016, the DXY would
have finished down for 2016. That final surge,
perfectly commemorated by The Economist’s cover
in December 2016, turns out to be King Dollar’s
Last Stand, and USD has actually begun to weaken
against other global currencies at the start of
2017. However, we believe that the US interest
rates’ normalization process could accelerate
(Figure 1) with about two more hikes this year after
the March rate hike as the pace of growth appears
to be improving with limited signs that conditions
will start to weaken, coupled with continued low
interest rates in other developed countries. This
gives support to a stronger US dollar, creating
a headwind for emerging markets. As such, we
continue to favor developed markets over emerging
markets.

勱➹䴁
ⱁ䊋䗺◂ゑ㼄ⶼ㵬㾾㆑䑘
Paul Chan
Head of Multi-Asset & Hong
Kong Pensions
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Source: Bloomberg, US0003M index, from 31 March 2009 to 28 February 2017.
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One size doesn’t fit all. Pension investors should
always invest according to their time horizons,
liquidity needs, risk tolerances and the required
return to meet retirement goals. For growth-oriented
pension investors, there is no alternative but stocks
as government bonds in developed markets are
yielding little interest and trading at multi-decade
high valuations, leading to the recent broad sell-offs
(Figure 2).
Under Trump’s administration, investors are
expecting a new string of tax cuts and infrastructure
spending to stimulate the US economy and create
jobs, which promote them to bet on rising inflation.
This, coupled with the country’s steady economic
growth and rising interest rates, brings us to
believe that US equity is an asset class that pension
members cannot afford to miss. Riding the wave
of domestic recovery, consumer cyclicals such
as automotive, housing, gaming technology and
entertainment are expected to bode well.
On the flipside, investors should be aware of
the valuations of US equities and the impact of
aggressive rate hikes on corporate earnings. It
makes sense for pension investors with higher risk
tolerance to maintain a balanced portfolio even
though they are very keen on the hot trends in US
equites.
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Figure 2: Global government bonds under selling pressure while yields remain low
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Source: Bloomberg, from 28 February 2014 to 28 February 2017. Global government bond price level is represented by W0G1, while YTD stands for
yield-to-maturity.
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Investment involves risks. Past performance is not indicative of future performance. Opinions and forecasts expressed
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┉㤓㵗䗺䍚㶜 Global Investment Outlook

䕼ฦ
Currency

㛋⨖䐢㆒㎼Ⲇ⿹ (%)
YTD Cumulative returns
(%)

MSCI㬡ㆈ MSCI World

㗡䊋 USD

5.3%

ᖬ㠶500 S&P 500

㗡䊋 USD

5.9%

MSCIᚸ䐿 MSCI Europe

ᚸ䊋 EUR

2.6%

MSCIЧ㲌᷉㦶⡟⨞㶃᷊MSCI Asia Pac ex Japan

㗡䊋 USD

9.5%

㼄ⶼ⽄㪛 Hong Kong Hang Seng

ⶼ䊋 HKD

8.3%

⽄㪛䐱ङ㡔ᔪ᷉H᷊Hang Seng China Enterprises
(H-shares)

ⶼ䊋 HKD

9.6%

㩰䑤ㆤ⼰᷉A᷊Shanghai Composite (A-shares)

㦬㘒ฦ CNY

4.4%

Ꮭ䑤䐙ኖ Topix

㦶ढ JPY

1.2%

䐙ኖ Index*
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Source: Bloomberg, returns in local currency unless otherwise stated. Year-to-date (YTD) from 31 December 2016 to 28
February 2017.
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We have a positive outlook for developed markets.
With liquidity conditions expected to remain
favorable, growth conditions are likely to gradually
improve. However, the uncertainty over policies and
structural matters may keep markets somewhat
volatile.
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United States

Europe (incl UK)

Fixed Income

With private sector balance sheets
continuing to strengthen, the US is
expected to be a driver of growth
and one of the few countries able to
tighten monetary policy.

Political elections throughout Europe
will be closely monitored as there are
concerns that the results could shake
up the European Union.

Global government bonds are likely to
face some headwinds from stepped
up fiscal spending globally and the
potential for inflation risk emerging
as a result of more aggressive
accommodative policies.
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Asia (ex Hong Kong & Mainland China)

Hong Kong & Mainland China

Japan

Accommodative monetary policies
are providing support and more fiscal
steps are being adopted, but their
impact is likely to be limited as Asia
will need to address the headwinds
coming from excess leverage and
capacity.

Mainland China’s economy is
improving with solid consumer
spending and output, but a number of
external and domestic challenges such
as high corporate leverage and the
possibility of trade friction with the US
may weigh on growth.

The loose monetary policy
environment is likely to continue for
some time, which should also limit
gains in the yen in an effort to curb
deflationary pressures.
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Where Invesco expresses views, they may be subject to changes without further notice.
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Quick guide to Default Investment Strategy (DIS)
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Q: What is Default Investment Strategy (DIS) ?
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ڴㅖ⭮᱄

Launched on April 1, 2017, Default Investment
Strategy (“DIS”) is a ready-made investment solution
using two mixed asset funds (constituent funds) to
address MPF members’ pension investment needs
with investment risk automatically reduced as they
approach the age of 65.

᱙喢䈰㵗䗺ᱚ⧪〚㆑ DIS constituent funds

䋗凭㾮
䗺◂㞅䐤⥀㔵
GROWTHORIENTED
asset
allocation
approach

ⳡ㬹㾮
䗺◂㞅䐤⥀㔵

20%

核心累積
40%
基金
Core
Accumulation
60% Fund (”CAF”)

65歲後基金
Age 65 Plus
(”A65F”)
80%

DEFENSIVE
asset
allocation
approach

䣿ⷀ噭卶䗺◂᷉┉㤓㠒ᩊ䑘᷊Higher risk assests (mainly global equities)
䣿⭮噭卶䗺◂᷉┉㤓՚㦐ᩊ䑘᷊Lower risk assets (mainly global bonds)
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CAF and A65F (according to the reference portfolio
as developed by the MPF industry) invest in global
equities and global bonds which may include
investment-grade sovereign bonds and other
securities, mainly in the US and European markets.
Under the DIS, automatic “step-down” reduction
of investment risk will take place as members
approach retirement age.

•

50ᛒ㣑ᷛຫⲆ㆑⧪咗᱙喢䈰㵗䗺ᱚ⭥⹊㌏ಃ
㦌ኖ㵗䗺咗CAF〚㆑᱄

•

Contributions made by MPF members in DIS
before age 50 will be fully invested in CAF.

•

50ᛒ䐢64ᛒᷛ⧪咗CAF〚㆑⭥㎼㰄ᚁ䅇᷍ಃ
㗠㛋䑑⤞䦥䄧䐢A65F〚㆑᱄

•

From 50 to 64, members’ accrued benefits in
CAF will be gradually shifted to A65F on an
annual basis.

•

65ᛒゑ䄵䲂ᷛ噭卶㌿㍎䌜⭮᷍䐒䐢㦌ኖ䗺◂䦥
䄧䐢A65F᱄

•

The de-risking process continues until all assets
are held in A65F at age 65 or above.
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刀䐈㩰㻿ٕ᷍ᩊ〚㆑㗠㛋ᠲ䗺◂䐖⭥0.2%᱄㈑唹
⭥ຫⲆ㆑⧪㋪䄵㵍ጓ㵗䗺咗᱙喢䈰㵗䗺ᱚゑ/〓㡅
㰜⧪⳾〚㆑᱄䌩݃㋝䄵㻣⭥㏞䓴᱄

Example 1 ㏞䓴1

Q: Will MPF members have more investment
choices after the launch of DIS?
Upon the launch of DIS, its constituent funds will
become new investment choices for members. For
MPF members who would like to be at the helm
of their pension investment, they should take
appropriate action before it is too late. Those who
do not take any action may have their MPF assets
switched to the DIS by default. DIS has a maximum
management fee of 0.75% p.a., while the maximum
recurrent out-of-pocket expense is 0.2% p.a. of
the fund’s net asset value (NAV). Invesco’s MPF
members may invest into the DIS and/or other
constituent funds. Please refer to the following
examples.

Example 2 ㏞䓴2

Example 3 ㏞䓴3

ຫⲆ㆑䆬 پMPF Scheme
喢䈰㵗䗺 DIS

100%

0

70%

㠒〚㆑
Equity Fund

0

50%

30%

⡄㬹〚㆑
Conservative fund

0

0

0

՚㦐〚㆑
Bond fund

0

0

0

CAF

0

50%

0

A65F

0

0

0
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喢䈰㵗䗺⥀㔵㯺⧪㬷
Quick guide to Default Investment Strategy (DIS)
߷ᷛ᱙喢䈰㵗䗺ᱚ㧈⼯䇑唲㸳⭥ຫⲆ㆑䗺◂ᷠ

Q: How does DIS affect my MPF assets?

咗㪛㾈㦶㠻㣑⧪㑃⭥ຫⲆ㆑ฅ႕᷍ຫⲆ㆑⧪䄋㒕䅃 For MPF accounts opened before the effective date,
᱙喢䈰㵗䗺ᱚಇຫⲆ㆑䗺◂⭥ᤴ䊻䇑唲᱄䇱ຫⲆ㆑ MPF members should be aware of the potential
impact of the DIS on their MPF assets. Following are
⧪။㒕䅃䄵㻣㧞ӡ䇱励᱙喢䈰㵗䗺ᱚ⭥㤊㈑᱄
the three common DIS scenarios that existing MPF
members should be aware of.
㤊㈑1:: 㧈㛄㸕䔘⨗䇱㾈⭥ຫⲆ㆑䗺◂㵗䗺䐙㬟᷍
㤊㈑
Ϭ䊻᱙喢䈰㵗䗺ᱚ㪛㾈㦶◵㳍(2017㛋4䊣1㦶)㛋ತ
60ᛒ〓䄵㻣᷍㸳Ӥಃ咗㪛㾈㦶㡑䆬㒚ӡ䊣ש㼓㛄❍
⨗᱙喢䈰㵗䗺⥀㔵䐹㾣㵗䗺㵉䐋᎙(DRN)᱄㾱ڴᷛ
㾱ڴᷛ
咗䉴㵉䐋᎙❍⨗㦶㠻㡑䆬42ӡ፲㦶ⶓ⿹ש᷍ⴒٕ㛄
⭥㰚䇱ຫⲆ㆑䗺◂ಃ➕᱙喢䈰㵗䗺ᱚ䩮㾱㵗䗺᱄

Case 1: If you have NEVER GIVEN any valid
investment instructions to your MPF account,
and you are under or will be 60 years old on the
effective date (1 April 2017), you will receive a “DIS
Reinvestment Notice” (“DRN”) within six months
of the effective date. Action: Respond to the DRN
within 42 calendar days of the DRN or your MPF
assets will all be invested according to the DIS.

All 㦌⤠
Respond to DRN
⿹ⶓDRN

MPF assests
ຫⲆ㆑䗺◂

Member’s choice of investment strategy
成員自選的投資策略

All 㦌⤠
No action
᪐㾱ڴ

MPF assests
ຫⲆ㆑䗺◂

㤊㈑2ᷛ
㤊㈑
ᷛ㧈㛄⤜㋰Ⰹ䇱ⴒ䔘⨗㵗䗺䐙㬟᷍䌩⟮㌍㓴
ㄋ㈑唹᷍ᘛ刧㛄⭥ຫⲆ㆑㵗䗺䐙㬟᷍Ϭ⼬౮㛄⭥ӡ
㦬䗺㑰᷉㲹ن㬨㵉䆮⭹䐘᷊᷍䄵⩀⡄㚽㬶⭞㈑唹❍
⨗⭥䐹䄋䗺䆮᱄

No action
᪐㾱ڴ

Case 2: If you are NOT SURE if you have given
investment instructions, please contact Invesco as
soon as possible to review your MPF investment
instructions and verify personal details (especially
your address) to ensure you can receive important
information from Invesco.

All 㦌⤠

May be redirected to
可能轉至

MPF assests
ຫⲆ㆑䗺◂

Default investment strategy
｢預設投資｣

㤊㈑3ᷛ
㤊㈑
ᷛゕ㬚㛄䄲䔘⨗㵗䗺䐙㬟᷍䊻ӡن㤊ន㻣᷍
ゕ㬚㛄䄲ㄼ䔘⨗㵗䗺䐙㬟᷍㸕Ҏ⹊㌏㦵䦥䐢᱙喢
䈰㵗䗺ᱚ᱄䏵㪘㡑䃫᷍䌩㓴ㄋ㈑唹᱄

No action
᪐㾱ڴ

Default investment strategy
｢預設投資｣

Case 3: Even if you HAVEN GIVEN investment
instructions, there may be exceptions where the
future contributions in some cases are redirected to
the DIS. To play safe, contact Invesco.

Future
未來

May be redirected to
可能轉至

MPF assests
ຫⲆ㆑䗺◂

Default investment strategy
｢預設投資｣

䈾⇶᱙㦌⤠ᱚຫⲆ㆑䗺◂⟝㎉㎼㰄ᚁ䅇ゑ㸕Ҏ⹊㌏᱄⧪䓵䪙⭥㵗䗺⥀㔵䅁㋪⟝㎉᱙喢䈰㵗䗺ᱚ᱄䐜䪎䇤咗㛄⭥㈑
唹ຫⲆ㆑ฅ႕᱄
Note: “All” MPF assets include both accrued benefits and future contributions. Member’s choice of investment strategy
could also include DIS. Only applicable to your MPF accounts at Invesco.

䊻㚔㾊㤊ន㻣᷍㛄⭥㎼㰄ᚁ䅇〓㸕Ҏ⹊㌏㋪㚽䅓
᱙喢䈰㵗䗺ᱚ㪛㾈ⱙ㬽⭞䇑唲᱄㧈㛄ಇ㰚㬽䇑唲
ゑ㰚㿉ᅒ㦂⭥㾱ڴ䇱㦯⼯䄪߷᷍ᛈ䇎䐣厫㈑唹Ⲇ
㆑ᬂ㇡ᷛ(852) 2842 7878᱄

There are other circumstances where your accrued
benefits or future contributions may be affected
by the implementation of the DIS. If you have any
query on how it will affect you and what actions
you need to take, please call the INVESCall Member
Hotline at (852) 2842 7878.
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㾣㬣㾣䐋 News & Updates
喢䈰㵗䗺⥀㔵Ⲇ㆑⧪䏗䔚

DIS Member Seminar

㈑唹ن咗2䊣18㦶ゑ2䊣23㦶᷍㜆㾱תৗ喢䈰㵗
䗺⥀㔵(᱙喢䈰㵗䗺ᱚ)ㅭ䈞䏗䔚᷍䒭Ⲇ㆑⧪ᩊ
2017㛋4䊣㵧⨗⭥᱙喢䈰㵗䗺ᱚ䔘⼤Յ᱄㬨⪯䏗
䔚㚠⭥㬨ฮ䑛⧪㪏㧌㑬ㆃ᱙喢䈰㵗䗺ᱚゑ䐹恄励
䓃⭥㬣唸᱄תৗ䏗䔚Ⱍढᣮヺ㭙᷍ᝃ㑝⼤᷍߷⫑
┉⸾ⳕ။ᬂ㑳᱄䌩㌿㍎㒕䅃㸳Ӥゕಃ㜆䧌⭥⧪䏗
䔚᱄

Paving the way for the launch of the Default
Investment Strategy (DIS) in April 2017, Invesco
organized two sessions of the DIS education seminar
on 18 and 23 February, respectively. The sessions
served as an excellent platform to help our MPF
members understand more about DIS and the key
focus areas. The sessions were concluded in a
pleasant atmosphere, and the Q&A session was well
received. Please stay tuned to our coming member
seminar.

Ⲇ㆑㾂䗯㬠

MPF Tips Corner

㳂㬟ᷛᩊ⩀⡄㛄㚽䊻5䊣㬶㦂䩭㛋ᚁ䅇⢎᷍㧈刘
㻣䓂䐘䇱㦯⼯ⷝⶥ᷍䌩䏵䆼㵙䩿㈑唹Ⲇ㆑ᬂ㇡〓㈑
唹Ⲇ㆑ㆸ㵉䐋㸳Ӥ

Reminder: To ensure that you can receive the
annual benefit statement in May, please remember
to always notify us by INVESCall Member Hotline or
INVESNet of any change in your address.

㛛㋪㾦䘨⭥ຫⲆ㆑䴘⟊ Your Trustworthy MPF Partner
㈑唹Ⲇ㆑ᬂ㇡ INVESCall Member Hotline: 2842 7878
 ㈑唹Ⲇ㆑ㆸ INVESNet: www.mpf.invesco.com.hk
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⨞㒎䇱䌇㘘㶃᷍䗺㑰Ҏ䊕ᩊ㈑唹᷍ㅹ䐢2017㛋3䊣27㦶᱄⡟㸥㰚⢎䪀⭥䅃䃫ゑ喢ᡚ㚬〚咗㚠㣑⭥㬱ន᷍㋪䈉ⷝⶥⱙ㹄唻
㒎㾱㵉䐋᱄⪬㸥ミթ⟝⼍䄜⟄䗺㑰᷍Ϭ⳨䋫䘰〚㆑⳾⭥䂜䌩᷍䅁⤜။䃶⪬ᩊ䗪䘖㦯⼯㆑㦻⹅㉀⭥䄋ご᱄⪬㶃᷍⡟㸥ミ
⤜ᕬ⧪ӡن㵗䗺䎀ಇ㦯⼯㵗䗺⥀㔵⭥⼰䪎㾵⭥ㅉ䒉᱄厎㦜⡟⹌㯟䄲ᅒ㦂⫌㬊᷍⩀⡄㸥ש䗺㑰⩀᪐䌁᷍⭌⤜ሮ㈮㦯⼯㬈
䌁᱃伆䌁〓䪛㔊᷍䄵ゑ㦯⼯䄡䘨⡟㸥ミ䔘⨗⭥㾱⧱ڴማ䖀㦯᱄
⡟㵉䆮ᩊゟ㋐᷍㧈䈜㵙䩿厫䬾Ⰹ㠻㬶⭞⡟㵉䆮᷍䌩㓴ㄋ㈑唹Ⲇ㆑ᬂ㇡ 2842 7878᱄
㵗䗺㪇ゑ噭卶᱄䩿㶚⢎㸕⡹㋪䔘㦶䲂ᔪ㊤䐏ٕ᱄䉵㤊䌩݃刧䋫䘰䍣⧭᷍Ϭ݃刧䇱励◂㠘㲹㾵ゑ㡅噭卶䅓㯹᱄
⡟㸥թ⹊㈑唹ຫⲆ㆑⥀㔵䆬پゑ㈑唹㲹䪙㵬㾾〚㆑⭥䇱⧪㬚䇤᱄⤜⭤㼓㦯⼯㸕ㄼ㬻ᚁ㦬㬠刧᱃㞜㔗〓㩃⤆⡟䗺㑰
⭥㰚䇱〓㦯⼯⤠⳾᱄
⪬㸥ミ䇪㈑唹㵗䗺㏎䇱㻿⹌㯟㋐❍᱄
⡟㸥ミ㰚䤅⭥᱙㈑唹ᱚゑ᱙㈑唹㵗䗺㏎ᱚ⫛⢎᱙㈑唹㵗䗺㏎䇱㻿⹌㯟ᱚ᱄
Unless otherwise stated, sources are from Invesco as at 27 March 2017. Opinions and forecasts expressed herein are
based on current market conditions and are subject to change without prior notice. This document contains general
information only. It is not an invitation to subscribe for shares in a fund nor is it to be construed as an offer to buy or
sell any financial instruments. Nor does this constitute a recommendation of the suitability of any investment strategy
for a particular investor. While great care has been taken to ensure that the information contained herein is accurate, no
responsibility can be accepted for any errors, mistakes or omissions or for any action taken in reliance thereon.
This is a quarterly newsletter, should you wish to receive the softcopy regularly via email, please contact our INVESCall
Member Hotline at 2842 7878.
Investment involves risks. Past performance is not indicative of future returns. Please refer to the Prospectus for details,
including risk factors and product features.
This document is solely for use of the existing members of the Invesco Strategic MPF Scheme and Invesco Select
Retirement Fund only. Circulation, disclosure, or dissemination of all or any part of this material to any unauthorized
persons is prohibited.
This material is issued by Invesco Hong Kong Limited.
“Invesco” and “Invesco Hong Kong” stated in this document represent “Invesco Hong Kong Limited”.
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